Abstract: Due to the ever-increasing demand for more detailed and accurate power system simulations, the dimensions of mathematical models increase. Although the traditional direct linear equation solvers based on LU factorization are robust, they have limited scalability on the parallel platforms. On the other hand, simulations of the power system events need to be performed at a reasonable time to assess the results of the unwanted events and to take the necessary remedial actions. Hence, to obtain faster solutions for more detailed models, parallel platforms should be used. To this end, direct solvers can be replaced by Krylov subspace methods (conjugate gradient, generalized minimal residuals, etc.). Krylov subspace methods need some accelerators to achieve competitive performance. In this article, a new preconditioner is proposed for Krylov subspace-based iterative methods. The proposed preconditioner is based on the spectral projectors.
Introduction
Obtaining the bus voltages (both magnitudes and phase angles), branch currents, and both the active and reactive power flows in all branches of a power system under given conditions is called the power flow problem [1] . This problem is very important for both short-and long-term planning and operational purposes of the power system at hand. The bus voltages and line admittances can be expressed in polar forms, and one can obtain a set of nonlinear equations for the active and reactive powers [1] . The Newton-Raphson (NR) method is one of the most popular methods for solving these types of nonlinear equations [2] . At each NR iteration step, the Jacobian matrix has to be evaluated, and a linear set of equations, whose coefficient matrix is the Jacobian matrix, has to be solved. The general form of the linear equation set appearing in each NR step is given below.
These equations are in the form of Ax = b and they represent a step of the power flow problem. The notation Ax = b will be employed to show the NR steps in this paper. One can find a wide set of applications and solution methods regarding power flow analysis in the literature [3] [4] [5] . The linear equation set given in Eq. (1) is traditionally solved with the sparse direct methods [2] . Whereas direct solvers are robust methods [6] , iterative methods have also been shown to be almost as robust as direct solvers if a suitable preconditioner is used.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the development of a preconditioner for the generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method because of the nonsymmetric structure of the Jacobian matrices used. For large and sparse systems, Krylov subspace methods (conjugate gradient, GMRES, etc.) have advantages over direct methods in terms of better parallelism and less memory requirement [7, 8] . However, in most cases, a preconditioner is essential for accelerating the convergence rate of Krylov subspace-based iterative methods [9, 10] .
In the proposed method, the extreme eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are removed with a spectral preconditioner. The proposed preconditioner is mainly based on the idea given in [11, 12] , yet it is computationally more effective and efficient. The method has similar needs as the preconditioner given in [12] , such as rough data about the distribution of the eigenvalues of matrix A. This information can easily be obtained with the eigenvalue inclusion theorems, such as the Gershgorin theorem or the well-known power iteration [13] . With this approximate information about the spectral distribution of matrix A, one can define a curve integral to obtain a spectral projector, which is an invariant subspace corresponding to the extreme eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix. The most time-consuming part of the suggested preconditioner is the computation of the spectral projector, which requires a matrix inversion. The sparse approximate inverse (SPAI) method can be used to obtain an approximate spectral projector to create the proposed preconditioner. The SPAI technique is an efficient preconditioner implementation for sparse linear systems [14] . In the power flow problem, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix in NR steps do not vary significantly [2] . Thus, the preconditioner can be computed in the first step of the NR iteration and can be used in the subsequent NR iterations. Another advantage of the proposed preconditioner over the traditional preconditioners (such as incomplete LU, or ILU) is its sparsity preservation capability. Finally, the building blocks of the approach (such as SPAI, matrix multiplication, or partial SVD) are all well-known matrix operations, and the method itself is easy to parallelize.
In Section 2 of this paper, the method is introduced. Several test results and comparisons with other methods are given in Section 3. Finally, the conclusions are presented in the last section.
Sparsity-preserving computation of spectral projectors

Introduction to spectral projectors
Let A ∈ ℜ nxn be given and its eigenvalue spectrum be composed of 2 separate parts as Λ(A) = Λ 1 ∪ Λ 2 , and let the intersection of these 2 parts be an empty set. One can then define an A-invariant subspace Z, named as a spectral projector corresponding toΛ 1 . The matrix sign function (MSF) is a well-known spectral projector [15] . The MSF behaves like its scalar equivalent. Let the Jordan canonical form of matrix A be given as:
where the eigenvalues of J + are equal to the positive eigenvalues of matrix A and the negative eigenvalues of matrix A are equal to the eigenvalues of J − . The columns of matrix X represent the corresponding eigenvectors.
The MSF of matrix A can be written similarly to Eq. (2):
where m represents the number of the eigenvalues with positive real parts [16] . MSF can also be defined as a contour integral:
where I is the identity matrix with the appropriate dimensions, and the matrix-valued function P is defined as follows:
In Eq. (5), Γ can be any closed curve that contains the desired eigenvalues of matrix A [17] . For MSF, Γ needs to enclose all the eigenvalues whose real parts are negative [18] . MSF is an efficient and stable tool for the spectral dichotomy of a given matrix [19] . On the other hand, the computational cost of MSF can be very high due to the matrix inversions in its computational schemes [20] [21] [22] [23] . In their previous work, the authors proposed a fast way for computing an approximate MSF so as to use it as a preconditioner [12] . The method proposed in [12] is essentially based on replacing the direct inversion given in Eq. (6) with SPAI.
The iteration given in Eq. (6) is called a Newton iteration and it is quadratically convergent [16] . Due to the usage of SPAI in the algorithm, the convergence rate will decrease without any a priori prediction [12] .
In this work, approximate and sparsity-preserving spectral projectors will be computed by the explicit integration of the contour integral given in Eq. (5). To handle the computational complexity of the problem, SPAI and some drop tolerance-based approaches are employed.
Computation of spectral projectors
In Eq. (5), Γcan be any preselected geometrical domain. The most appropriate integration method for Eq.
(5) is the Gauss quadrature [24] . Let us use a polygon contour with m edges as Γ . Then the integral can be written for each edge with appropriate boundaries and with changes of variables as:
After the evaluation of this integral with Gaussian quadrature in a few points, the spectral projector can be used to decompose the matrix spectrum [25] . The number of eigenvalues of matrix A in the preselected contour Γ can be computed by the trace of the projector P [25] .
In Eq. (7), one can apply the change-of-variables method to define the edges. To realize this for the rectangular domain given in Figure 1 , domain Γ is divided into 4 subdomains. For each subdomain, variable z changes to variable t to specify the edges. These transformations are given below: 
where t ∈ [0, 1]. Obviously, the same transformation needs to be applied to the derivational part of the integration. Thus, in each edge, dz will be replaced by:
If all these changes are substituted into Eq. (7), one can obtain the integral below for Γ 1 :
where
. All other integrals can be similarly derived. The parameters (a, b, c, d ) and the shape of the domain can be seen in Figure 1 .
Efficient computation of spectral projectors with SPAI
Several matrix inversions are needed for the computation of spectral projectors. Fortunately, for most physical systems, the matrices have sparse structures. For example, in power flow or circuit simulation problems in electrical engineering, the system matrices have only a few entries in each column. Hence, it is logical to benefit from the sparse structure of the matrices for spectral projector computation. For this purpose, exact matrix inversions can be replaced with sparse approximate inversions. There are several ways to compute an approximate inverse of a sparse matrix [26] . In this work, we employ the SPAI method, which was developed by Barnard et al. [14] . The SPAI method computes an approximate inverse of a sparse matrix A, denoted by K, with the same sparsity structure as A, by minimizing the Frobenius norm of ||AK-I|| F . The computation of a spectral projector for a sparse matrix A with SPAI is listed in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, a rectangular domain is selected as Γ . The coordinates of the corners of the rectangular domain are shown in Figure 1 . The algorithm can be modified easily for circular domains using the identity given in [27] .
Algorithm 1.
Building the sparsity-preserved projector.
Input: Matrix A, coordinates of the corner (a ,b,c , d) , and number of integration points (k) .
Output: Spectral projector P.
1. Select k integration points from the edges of the rectangular according to Gauss quadrature rules 2. for i = 1:4 (for each edge of the rectangular) do
a. Prepare the matrix T ij = (φ i (t j )I − A)according to the change of variables given in Eqs. (8) and (9) b. Convert the complex matrixT ij into the double-size real matrix for SPAI as:
(1 : n, n + 1 : 2n), where n shows the dimension of matrix A, and j equals the square root of -1.
P i where σ arises from the geometry The proposed algorithm has 2 main limitations. The algorithm needs a double-size matrix inversion; however, this situation is handled by the sparse approximate inversion without a large computational cost. The second limitation is the number of integration points. If the number of integration points is increased, the computational cost will also increase. Therefore, optimal selection of integration scheme is important for the efficiency of the algorithm. After several experimental results, the authors suggest using the Gauss quadrature for the numerical integration. To realize this algorithm, the SPAI code developed by Grote et al. is used, and there are some important parameters in their method. For example, parameter ε controls the quality of the approximation and takes a value between 0 and 1. Smaller ε values usually give more accurate, yet slower, inversions [14] . It is observed that an average value for ε between 0.4 and 0.6 gives satisfactorily accurate results for the computed eigenvalues. In the numerical experiments section, there is a comparison of the different ε values and the accuracy of the computed eigenvalues. Furthermore, the relationship between the accuracy and the number of Gaussian quadrature points is investigated, and our observation is that the desired eigenvalues can be found without dramatically increasing the number of integration points.
Computation of the eigenvalues in the selected domain with the sparsity-preserving spectral projectors
In most engineering problems, only a small subset of the eigenvalues is sufficient to determine the behavior of the system at hand. For example, the stability of an electrical power system can be determined by the nonexistence of an eigenvalue with a positive real part. Hence, a power system engineer may need a tool for tracking the behaviors of the real parts of some critical eigenvalues of the system matrices according to changes in the system [28] .
In this paper, we employ an approximate sparsity-preserving spectral projector to build a preconditioner. The aim of the proposed preconditioner is to vanish the extreme eigenvalues for a reasonable reduction in the condition number of the Jacobian matrix. To realize this, it is necessary to select the appropriate coordinates to compute the spectral projector with Algorithm 1. These coordinates can be estimated via Gershgorin circles and/or with a few steps of power iteration [12] . Then the approximate spectral projector P can be employed to create the block diagonal form of matrix A, whose diagonal blocks have separate spectral information. The algorithm is listed in Algorithm 2. Two different examples for the IEEE 300-bus test case can be found in Figures 2 and 3 . SVD decomposition is the most time-consuming part of the algorithm. However, only left singular vectors are used to obtain diagonal blocks; hence, one can reduce the computational cost to half. On the other hand, matrix U, which consists of the left singular vectors, will be dense. It is possible to use drop tolerance to save the sparsity of the result matrices. If the entries of matrix U are smaller than a tolerance, then they are dropped. Consequently, both the computational effort and the number of nonzero elements will be decreased.
Algorithm 2.
Block decomposition with spectral projectors.
Input: P (spectral projector).
Output: Block diagonal form of the A.
1. Find the trace of projector P as r . It is equal to the number of eigenvalues in the selected domain 2. Compute the SVD decomposition of the projector P = USV 
Building the preconditioner
To achieve more robust and rapid convergence for an iterative method, a preconditioner should be used. Preconditioners have been thoroughly studied in the literature [10, 29] . Preconditioning mainly aims to decrease the condition number of the coefficient matrix. To do this, the number of eigenvalue groups of matrix A should be decreased. In this work, orthogonal spectral projectors are employed to reorder and deflate the outcome of the maximal and minimal eigenvalues on the condition number of the coefficient matrix A. The left, right, and two-sided preconditioned linear systems are given in Eq. (11):
In the proposed method, sparsity-preserving spectral projectors (2SP) are used to produce an orthogonal projector for transforming matrix A into the block form given in Algorithm 2. After that operation, one can define a preconditioner for the iterative method. GMRES is selected as the iterative method in this work. After a suitable (a ,b, c, d) coordinate set is selected with the help of either the power iteration or the Gershgorin discs, Algorithm 1 may be used to obtain the spectral projector. In the second step, the block diagonal form of matrix A can be obtained using Algorithm 2. The result form of matrix A can be given as follows:
Theoretically, the eigenvalues of matrix B 11 are equal to those of A in the selected domain Γ . When the SPAI method and drop tolerance are used, however, the eigenvalues of B 11 are no longer equal to the eigenvalues of A, although they are approximately equal, and this is usually acceptable for a preconditioner. Moreover, the norm of the B 21 will be approximately equal to zero. Hence, we can say that the eigenvalues of B 22 will be approximate enough to the rest of the eigenvalues of matrix A. More precisely, the preconditioner matrix for the first approach can be given as:
where the dimension of B 11 and B 22 equals k and (n -k ) (n − −k), respectively. Here, the eigenvalues of matrix B 11 are approximately equal to the eigenvalues of matrix A in domain Γ , and B 22 is an identity matrix with appropriate dimensions. If the dimensions of B 11 and B 22 get closer to each other, the computation and implementation of the preconditioner can be performed in parallel with a high degree of efficiency. After the U matrix is applied onto Ax = b, we get
In Eq. (14), matrix U is multiplied by A from both sides to ensure that the eigenvalues of A are in the same order as the preconditioner matrix M . Finally, the original system is transformed into A n x n = b n , where:
The new linear system can be solved by any suitable iterative method with a preconditioner M . The total algorithm is listed in Algorithm 3. (ii) Solving systems using preconditioner M:
1. Compute A n and b n using Eq. (15) 2. Use an iterative method to solve linear equations with preconditioner M b and obtain x n.
3. Retrieve the true solution x = Q b x n 3. Numerical results
Sparsity preservation and accuracy of 2SP approach
Well-known IEEE power system benchmark examples in MATPOWER [30] are employed to show the efficiency of the proposed method. With the NR method, a new Jacobian matrix will be created in each step. The Jacobian matrix, computed in the first step of NR iteration, is used in the following experiments. As shown in [2] , the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix do not change dramatically in subsequent NR steps [2] . This is an important advantage of the proposed preconditioner. The preconditioner is created at the very beginning as a preprocessing step, and is used for subsequent linear systems, with the Jacobian matrix being the coefficient matrix. In Table 1 , one can find the basic properties of the test matrices used in the experiments. Sparsity preservation capability of the proposed method is also significant, and its importance will increase if the dimension of the Jacobian is ascending. To show the preservation capability and accuracy of the proposed method, we tested the algorithm in 2 different cases. To compare the sparsity structures, we define a quantity for sparsity as:
In the first test, the extreme eigenvalues of the 300-bus system are captured and the sparsity structures of matrix B for 2 different ε selections are investigated.
As a second test, the sparsity structures of ILU preconditioners and the proposed 2SP preconditioner are compared for 300-and 2383-bus systems. ILU methods basically calculate an approximation of the classical LU decomposition, and these incomplete L and U factors are employed as preconditioners [29] . There are several different implementations of ILU factorization that can be found in the literature.
1. ILU threshold : The entries below a predefined threshold value of L and U factors are dropped, and the resultant approximate L and U factors are used as preconditioners.
ILU('x'):
The sparsity pattern of matrix A determines the dropping strategy of fill-ins. For example, in the ILU(0) method, no fill-in is allowed outside the sparsity pattern of matrix A.
As can be observed from Figures 4 and 5 , the sparsity indices of 2SP preconditioners are lower than those of ILU-type preconditioners for each case. Especially for the 2383-bus case, the sparsity index does not change with respect to the number of integration points. The third test result of the sparsity preservation capability of the 2SP method shows the sparsity structure for 2383-bus system preconditioners and the relative residuals for the GMRES iteration. These results are shown in Figure 6 . In these tests, the threshold value for ILU is taken as 0.00001 for rapid convergence, and eps is taken as 0.1 for accuracy. The restart value for GMRES iteration is 10 and the tolerance is 10 −8 . 
Comparison between 2SP and several types of ILU
The residual history of the restarted GMRES algorithm with several types of ILU and 2SP preconditioners is shown in Figure 7 . In all tests, the restart value is chosen as 10, stopping tolerance of GMRES is chosen as 10 −8 , and maximum iteration number is set to the dimension of the Jacobian matrix. All computations are performed on a Pentium 4 processor with 2 GB of RAM. The proposed preconditioners are compared with classical ILU methods in the NR iterations of power flow simulation. To implement this, MATPOWER is employed [30] . The default linear equation solver is the classical LU method in the MATPOWER package. To test the proposed preconditioner, the LU solver is replaced with MATLAB's GMRES package [31] . In our tests, we used the Poland electricity system data, which has 2383 and 2746 buses. Several important properties of these data are given in Table 1 .
The preconditioner matrix was created only once and was used in all other NR steps. For IEEE-300, -2383, and -2746 test cases, we observed that GMRES with ILU (0) and ILUT (0.1) did not converge with the solution. As a result, satisfactory accelerations with the proposed 2SP-based preconditioners were obtained.
The effectiveness of the proposed preconditioners can be also observed in Tables 2 and 3 . The preconditioner is produced in the first step of the NR iteration and is used in the other iterations. In the literature, it is proved that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix do not change widely for power flow analysis problems. Therefore, 2SP preconditioners can be computed only once, and then the same preconditioner can be used in each step of the NR iteration. 
Conclusion
A new preconditioner design based on sparsity-preserving spectral projectors is proposed in this study. The proposed 2SP algorithm is tested and compared for several test cases in terms of sparsity preservation, accuracy, and convergence of the iterative method, GMRES. Direct methods with sparse techniques are very popular in the area of power system simulation. On the other hand, these types of methods are not suitable for large problems due to fill-in and, more importantly, provide limited parallelism and memory requirements. Hence, in the area of power system simulation, iterative methods must be considered. To accelerate the convergence of the iterative methods one has to employ a preconditioner. The main idea of the proposed preconditioner is to reduce the number of eigenvalue clusters. To do this, integral form representations of the spectral projectors are used. The main computational cost of the proposed preconditioner is the numerical integration of the spectral projector via Gaussian quadrature. In order to benefit from the sparse structure of electrical power networks, the SPAI method can be employed to reduce the cost of the spectral projector computation. After obtaining the spectral projector, one needs to compute its left singular space to obtain the preconditioner. One can consider the issue as a sparse eigenvalue problem to reduce the computational cost. Moreover, it is always possible to employ partial eigendecomposition methods to obtain the left singular space of the spectral projector. These computations are performed only once and the same preconditioner can be used in subsequent NR iterations. In this regard, the proposed algorithm has an advantage over some well-known preconditioners, such as ILU. Computational tools and the structure of the suggested preconditioner are suitable for parallel processing. Therefore, our foresight about the parallel implementation of the suggested preconditioners will be effective and reliable. In future work, it is planned to improve the efficiency of the method with partial eigendecomposition methods and to implement it on a parallel platform to solve larger problems. Right-hand-side vector after applying preconditioner x n Solution vector after applying preconditioner
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